Why hire a
systems integrator?

One-stop shopping — great for
groceries, not capital expansions
Investing in capital expansions, such as a new production line or an
entire green field production facility, is a good sign that a company
wants to continue to grow and achieve its objectives. Companies
embarking on capital expansions rely on the services of outside firms
to assist them with building construction as well as the assembly,
piping and wiring of process, utility and packaging equipment. The
last, and arguably most important component of the new production
operation is the automation system for its process, packaging and
utilities. A robust automation system is a powerful enabler for the
company to have efficient and cost-effective manufacturing operations
and consistently high product quality at production rates that meet
their customer orders. The experience, know-how and technical
knowledge to deliver such a key enabler for success is possessed by
professionals — systems integrators, who dedicate their careers to
providing technical excellence in meeting the needs of the producer.

The specialties of a general contractor
Many times, however, the company investing in capital expansion
wants to turn to one source, ‘turn-key’ the project, write just one
contract and create a ‘one throat to choke’ if the project has problems.
Because of this approach, companies will engage the services of a
general contractor (or ‘GC’) for the ‘one-stop-shop’ based on the
premise that the GC will deliver ALL requirements needed to achieve
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success in the capital expansion project. Sometimes, the client’s
objectives are met. Most other times, the enabler for success, known
as the automation system, falls far short in its performance and ability
to provide the needed operational and functional requirements of
plant maintenance, production, QA, scheduling, management and
corporate requirements. Why? Let’s look at historical shortcomings of
clients ‘writing one purchase order’ to a general contractor to provide
the total package. Let’s also look at alternate arrangements that have
produced excellent results for companies in capital expansions.
General contractors are great at what they do: clearing and preparing
land and building facilities. Their resources have experience, know-how
and technical knowledge, second to none, to erect the physical structure
that will house the process, packaging and utility equipment. Their
electrical engineers and designers do an excellent job of distributing
power, designing the proper branch circuit protection, specifying the
wire, cabling and grounding needed to meet electrical codes and provide
safe operations. Years of training and project execution are required for
this group of specialists to become experts at what they do. But while
they’re focusing on the ‘electrical’ portion of the capital expansions, it’s
difficult — practically impossible — to devote time, effort or resources
to becoming good at delivering robust automation systems. Today’s
process, packaging and utilities automation takes far more than ‘we’ll
do some PLC programming,’ ‘we’ll create some HMI graphic screens
for the operator,’ or ‘we’ll just put some Ethernet switches out on the
floor and connect everything together.’ Those statements only begin
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to scratch the surface of the underlying technologies, considerations,
options and interoperability within a robust automation system.
Additionally, successful automation systems must be designed and
crafted by the professional who also has a keen sensitivity for the
needs of the various plant operating and maintenance groups as well
as the needs of the company’s home office. Automation technology
must be closely aligned with the client’s needs in so many areas.

The complexity of process automation
The designs of today’s robust automation systems need to address:
• The technologies of smart instrumentation
• Smart and fault-tolerant I/O interfaces
• Controller architectures that are fully supported and endorsed by
the OEMs
• HMI platforms that follow best practices and meet the needs of the
operators
• Reliable communication networks that meet industry standards
and follow best practices as well as being secure from cyber attacks
or unintended system adulteration
• Computer servers that are fault-tolerant, efficiently running multiple
applications on the same hardware platform that cannot be the
source of production downtime
• Data collection, energy monitoring and reporting systems that are
simultaneously accessible to production, maintenance, engineering
and management
• Reporting that provides timely, relevant information to help the
stakeholders make sound business and operational decisions
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Proper application and deployment of these technologies can
pay huge dividends to the client making the capital expansion.
However, attempting to apply and deploy these technologies without
the proper training and know-how has shown to spell disaster during
start-up, commissioning and roll-out of a capital expansion project.
In fact, some clients never fully recover from the misapplication
of these automation technologies — even years after production
begins. In these cases, much of their project overruns, delays and
production inefficiencies can be directly traced to a poorly implemented
automation system, which in many cases gets traced to the decision
to have the GC ‘provide everything including the automation.’ These
unfortunate results could have been avoided had the customer
engaged the services of a well-qualified automation systems
integrator (or ‘SI’) at the very beginning of the project. Here’s what a
good SI could do to help achieve success for the capital expansion.

The expertise of a systems integrator
Good SI’s do manufacturing automation very well. That’s all they do.
They know their strengths and their ‘sweet spots.’ Good SI’s know that
to successfully and effectively apply today’s automation, the SI must
focus on constantly staying abreast of current technology, align the
level of technology with the needs of the client, assess risks and work
tirelessly with the client’s departments to identify, quantify, categorize
and prioritize the department’s needs in order to create a sound, safe
and reliable automation system. One that meets the requirements of so
many within the client’s operation. Many GC’s do not have the staff nor
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the time to make such a formidable commitment, as they are tasked
with so many other responsibilities of getting the project built. SI’s do
have the staff and can make the commitments. The ‘good’ SI is trained
and experienced to ask the right questions and discuss the right topics
with the client and its stakeholders from the start of the project. The
‘good’ SI knows what ‘land mines’ to look out for during the design
and specification process. The ‘good’ SI knows how to capitalize on
the many technologies available today for manufacturing automation
and craft an overall control, visualization, analysis and reporting
system that gives the client the platform and tools to have an efficient
production system once the capital expansion project is completed.

Successful project coordination
Two scenarios of GC / SI project involvement have proven to work
extremely well for clients engaged in a capital expansion. First, in either
scenario, the client should insist on having a qualified systems integrator
involved from the project’s inception through completion to address
and supply the process, packaging and utilities automation system.
That includes all instrumentation, controls, HMI, networks, servers,
data and reporting. Second, the client can split out the automation as
just described from the GC’s scope / contract and give it to the SI where
the SI works directly with the client’s resources and the SI’s contract is
directly with the client. Or, if the client continues to want to write only
one contract to the GC, then the client can insist that the GC use the SI
chosen by the client to perform all of the automation and still have the SI
work directly with the client’s resources rather than take direction from
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the GC. With the right SI involved in the project, BOTH scenarios have
proven to work very well for the client in getting precisely what the client
is looking for in system performance through automation. Additionally,
with the right SI, ‘finger-pointing’ between the SI and the GC should
not occur, as both parties want to see success for their mutual client.
Clients undergoing a capital expansion deserve to get the best for their
investment. Have the general contractor do what they do best; have
them help get all the necessary permitting, then build the building,
assemble, pipe and wire up the equipment. Concurrently, separate out
the responsibility of supplying the automation system for the utilities,
process and packaging. Give that responsibility and opportunity to
a well-qualified systems integrator with the credentials, resources
and experience to deliver this part of your project. Effective and
robust automation is so vital to the ultimate success of your entire
project and to the operational efficiency of your new line or plant.
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